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A B S T R A C T   

Photo-catalysts based on BiVO4 (BV) and Eco-graphene (EG) were synthesized and obtained in a single step with 
high-quality properties. These nanostructures (NEs) were obtained through a green chemistry route and by 
adding 2, 3, and 5 wt% of a homemade EG. The BV/X EG NEs (where X = corresponds to the weight % of EG) 
demonstrated high photocatalytic activity, obtaining Sulfamethoxazole degradation percentages of 40, 45, 52, 
and 57 for BV, BV/2 EG, BV/3 EG, and BV/5 EG respectively, using a blue LED light. In addition, it was observed 
that the presence of EG slightly affected the surface area and porosity of BV. Moreover, it was observed that the 
presence of EG stabilized the scheelite monoclinic phase (m-s), and decreased the crystal size and band-gap 
values of BV-based samples. It was detected that EG contents increased the BV reduction, creating oxygen va-
cancies and V4+ states, which favored electron transfer, enhanced the photo-catalytic activity, and decreased the 
recombination rate. The adsorption influence of the BV/EG system was also studied. Finally, the stability tests of 
these materials after four cycles of reuse allowed keeping practically the full degradation capacity, demonstrating 
that these NEs represent a promising material driven by visible light that can be used for wastewater decon-
tamination in the presence of drugs.   

1. Introduction 

Currently, it is roughly calculated that 80 % of the world’s waste-
water is returned untreated to ecosystems (United Nations, 2017), 
resulting in the deposition of contaminated load in waters which poses a 
serious risk to ecosystems. Emerging contaminants (ECs) are unrecog-
nized or unregulated chemical compounds, which are continuously 
being incorporated into air, water, or soil. Continued biological expo-
sure of ECs, even at low levels of exposure, might affect the aquatic life, 
provoking environmental imbalances in all levels including the repro-
duction rate of species (Quadra et al., 2016). Pharmaceuticals are one of 
the most detected ECs in wastewater. In Latin America, some reports 
have confirmed the presence of drugs in water. Peña-Guzmán et al. 
(2019) determined a total of 51 ECs in wastewater analyses; Ecuador 
was the country with the highest number of cases (11), Mexico (7), 
Brazil and Colombia (3) and Argentina and Venezuela (1). Some of the 

drugs detected mainly in wastewater from Ecuador and Mexico were 
trimethoprim, naproxen, ibuprofen, sulfamethoxazole, carbamazepine 
and caffeine (Peña-Guzmán et al., 2019). The presence of sulfonamides, 
tetracyclines and trimethoprim has been detected in aquatic environ-
ments in countries such as China, France, Germany, Greece, India, 
Portugal, and Spain (Afonso-Olivares et al., 2017; Ben et al., 2018; 
Mailler et al., 2015; Santos et al., 2013; Subedi et al., 2017; Thomaidis 
et al., 2016; Vergili et al., 2019). 

According to WHO classification J01E, Sulfamethoxazole (SMX) in 
combination with Trimethoprim is currently the fourth most widely 
used antibiotic in the world, after penicillin’s, macrolides and fluo-
roquinolones (Van Boeckel et al., 2014). SMX is an antibiotic of the 
sulfonamide group that is widely prescribed in the treatment of respi-
ratory or urinary tract infections (Sarker et al., 2023). In recent years, its 
presence in high concentrations has been detected in wastewater efflu-
ents from the pharmaceutical industry in South Korea (Sim et al., 2011) 
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(166 μg L− 1), domestic in South Africa (59.28 μg L− 1) (Matongo et al., 
2015) and municipal in the USA (113.6 μg L− 1) (Oliveira et al., 2015). 
SMX concentrations in water have the potential to affect bacterial cycles, 
essential for the development of aquatic ecology, induce resistant genes 
in microorganisms, and cause damages to human health (de Jesus 
Gaffney et al., 2015). Therefore, there is a great necessity to remove this 
antibiotic from conventional water treatment processes. 

Photo-catalytic oxidation emerges as an alternative chemical pro-
cess, effective for wastewater decontamination and able to degrade a 
broad amount of organic pollutants (Koe et al., 2019). Photo-catalytic 
oxidation can work using solar radiation as a renewable and naturally 
available energy source, and in turn, making possible sustainable pro-
cesses and/or green ones (Byrne et al., 2018). Some metal oxides, such 
as TiO2, have been extensively investigated. Unfortunately, and due to 
its high energy bandgap (Eg) of 3.2 eV, TiO2 can only be excited by UV 
radiation, which occupies only 4 % of the spectrum of sunlight entering 
the Earth (Wang et al., 2014). 

Bismuth-based semiconductor (SC) materials have garnered consid-
erable attention, due to their good solar light absorption, high catalytic 
activity, abundance, and low price (Cho et al., 2015). BiVO4 (BV) is a 
very promising n-type SC due to its photoactivity in the region between 
400 and 700 nm, high chemical stability, non-toxicity and low cost 
(Malathi et al., 2018). The catalytic activity of BV is strongly dependent 
on the crystal shape. BV has three polymorphs: tetragonal zircon (t-z), 
and monoclinic (m-s) or tetragonal scheelites (t-s). According to the 
literature the Eg of t-z, m-s and t-s phases are 2.34, 2.40 and 2.90 eV, 
respectively (Li et al., 2012). Thus, the m-s phase has become an ideal 
photocatalyst that allows it to absorb in the visible region (Xie et al., 
2014). Nonetheless, BV exhibits an electron-hole pair recombination 
rate large, which limits the photodegradation efficiency and a low 
adsorption capacity (Malathi et al., 2018). Therefore, different methods 
have been implemented to improve these limitations of the BV (Munir 
Sajid et al., 2023). For example, the preparation of semiconductors 
based in a heterojunction and the design of a texture by doping with 
transition metals or non-metal ions (Chakhtouna et al., 2021; Liu et al., 
2023; Zhai et al., 2020). On the other hand, graphene (G) as a carbo-
naceous material, made up of sp2 hybrid carbon atoms only one atom 
thick, possesses several properties such as electron mobility, a narrow 
Eg, large surface area values and good mechanical strength (Zhang et al., 
2012). However, G-sheets commonly present problems of agglomeration 
and restacking during use, leading to loss of effective surface area and 
consequently the decrease of the adsorption capacity (Baaziz et al., 
2014). An efficient way in order to prevent the re-stacking of films, is the 
docking of multifunctional metal or oxide nanostructures (NEs) or 
nanoparticles (NPs), e.g., Bi-based (Bi-NPs), which further derives in the 
preparation of bi-functional NEs, based on an adsorbent and photo-
catalyst material with superior photo-catalytic properties (Zhang et al., 
2016). 

The photo-catalytic efficiency for BV catalysts depends strongly on 
the properties such as crystal structure, morphology and band energy 
structure (Sajid et al., 2021). Therefore, the synthesis method is very 
important in obtaining NEs (Malathi et al., 2018). The synthesis of 
inorganic NEs through green chemistry methodologies or routes, limits 
the use of hazardous reagents, solvents, toxic by-products, reduction in 
the synthesis stages, among others (Mao et al., 2007; Sajid et al., 2020). 
The synthesis of BV/G as a hybrid nanostructure has obtained excellent 
results in applications related to energy storage (Dutta et al., 2018), 
hydrogen and oxygen production by photochemical water splitting (Ng 
et al., 2010) and in the photodegradation of pollutants (Yan et al., 2013). 

Until now, these materials have been obtained in environmentally 
unfriendly ways. In some of these works, the added G is obtained by 
synthetic chemical methods such as Brodie’s or Hummers’ method 
(Brodie, 1860; Hummers and Offeman, 1958). The G obtained by Bro-
die’s method mainly uses graphite, fuming HNO3 and KClO3. However, 
during synthesis, there is a release of noxious gases such as NOx and 
ClO2, and explosion hazards caused by the decomposition of ClO2 at a 

temperature >45 ◦C (Eigler, 2016). On the other hand, obtaining G by 
the Hummer’s method from graphite, KMnO4, and NaNO3 in H2SO4 can 
similarly cause an explosion risk as Mn2O7 decomposes at a temperature 
>55 ◦C (Eigler, 2016). Moreover, the generated hazardous waste ma-
terials require treatment, resulting in additional production costs and a 
serious environmental impact. Although efforts have been made to 
optimize the synthesis of G, it still requires toxic chemical reagents, very 
long reaction times, and instability of the chemical reagents (Wang 
et al., 2021). 

The obtaining of Eco-graphene (EG), from the cyclic polymerization 
of glucose and through a hydrothermal route, represents a novel one- 
step, simple, and environmental friendly strategy, which allows the 
production of carbon materials with tuned functional properties that can 
be used as support materials in the synthesis of photocatalysts 
(Mohamed et al., 2020). The synthesis of EG minimizes the use of toxic 
chemical reagents and is a viable option to replace traditional methods 
in obtaining G. 

In this work, we presented the synthesis of BV/EG nanostructures by 
green chemistry routes, as well as their application in the adsorption and 
photo-degradation of SMX using visible light. The BV/EG NEs were 
synthesized at different %wt. of EG by hydrothermal method. The 
structure, physico-chemical properties, the adsorption capacity and the 
photo-catalytic activity were analyzed to evaluate the role of EG in the 
improvement of their photo-catalytic performance. 

2. Material and methods 

2.1. Synthesis of eco-graphene 

The eco-friendly synthesis of EG was carried out starting by the hy-
drolysis of glucose in ammonia/CTAB media, followed by a hydrother-
mal process. For the synthesis, CTAB was dissolved in a 0.5 M solution of 
glucose, fixing a molar ratio of CTAB/glucose as 1.5/8. Then, ammo-
nium hydroxide was incorporated to the above-mentioned solution, 
fixing 1/10 volumetric ratio and reaching a pH of 11. The final solution 
was treated in an autoclave at 270 ◦C for 4 h. After a slow cooling to 
room temperature, the product obtained was collected by filtration, 
washed using distilled water, and dried at 70 ◦C under vacuum for two 
days. 

2.2. Synthesis of BV/EG photocatalysts 

These materials were prepared by a hydrothermal synthesis route 
consisting of dissolving 1 mmol of bismuth (III) nitrate pentahydrate in 
20 mL of nitric acid 1M, and 1 mmol of ammonium vanadate (V) in 20 
mL of sodium hydroxide 0.5 M. The solution of ammonium vanadate (V) 
was added carefully to the bismuth (III) nitrate pentahydrate solution, 
until a clear and yellow solution was obtained. Then the pH of the so-
lution was fixed to 2 using sodium hydroxide (3 M). After that, for the 
EG-containing photo-catalyst, the corresponding amount in wt.% of EG 
was added. The mixed solution was stirred for 20 min at room temper-
ature and subjected to ultrasound for 15 min. Subsequently, this last 
solution was transferred to a 100 mL Teflon-lined stainless-steel auto-
clave, hermetically sealed, and treated at 140 ◦C for 12 h. After cooling, 
the obtained samples were washed three times with deionized water, 
and once with ethanol. Finally, the particles were dried at a temperature 
of 80 ◦C for 12 h. The photo-catalysts were denoted BV and those con-
taining EG were denoted BV/X EG (where X = corresponds to the wt.% 
EG). The percentages by weight of EG used were 2, 3 and 5. 

2.3. Photocatalyst characterization 

The surface area, pore-volume and the pore diameter of the BV/EG 
NEs were analyzed using an N2 physisorption equipment, Micromeritics, 
ASAP 2420. The Brunauer-Emmett-Teller method was used in order to 
determine the apparent surface area (SBET) and the total pore volume at 
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P/P0 ≈ 0.99 (Brunauer et al., 1938). XRD patterns of the photo-catalysts 
were done on a Bruker D8 Discover diffractometer using Cu Kα radiation 
(λ = 1.5406 Å) in the range of 10 to 80ᵒ (2θ) with a scan rate of 0.02 ᵒ/s 
and voltage of 50 KV. Raman spectra were obtained on a JASCO 
NRS-5100 dispersive Micro-Raman spectrometer, using a 532 nm laser 
as excitation source, in a range from 100 to 1000 cm− 1. The crystallite 
size (dXRD) was obtained using the Scherrer equation (Holzwarth and 
Gibson, 2011). For diffuse reflectance and UV–Vis absorbance analyses a 
UV–Vis spectrophotometer, brand VARIAN CARY-5E was used. The Eg of 
the photo-catalysts were calculated using the Kubelka-Munk (F(R)-E)1/2 

method (Kubelka, 1948; Yang and Kruse, 2004). TEM analyses were 
carried out on a Carl Zeiss SMT LIBRA 120 Plus microscope. The 
composition of the surface chemistry of BV/EG NEs was studied by X-ray 
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) with a Kratos Axis Ultra-DLD equip-
ment. The point zero charge (pHPZC) of the photo-catalysts was obtained 
by the pH variation method (Lopez-Ramon et al., 1999). 

2.4. Adsorption tests 

The SMX adsorption kinetic on the photo-catalysts was studied to 
know the time required to obtain the adsorption equilibrium in the 
darkness. At the beginning of these experiments, the pH was adjusted to 
7 with solutions of 0.01 N of NaOH and HCl. Then, 150 mg of each 
photocatalyst was placed in contact with 150 mL of SMX solution with 
an initial concentration (5 mg L− 1) in a flask. Then, the flask was placed 
in in a thermostatic bath with a continuous stirrer fixing the temperature 
of the solution. Aliquots were taken at different times from the flask and 
these were used to determine the final concentration of SMX previous 
filtration. The concentration of SMX was analyzed using a UV–Vis 
spectrophotometer at 264 nm (Jeanway 6505). The adsorption kinetic 
indicated that the required time to reach the adsorption equilibrium and 
the saturation is 4 h, depending of the material used. The SMX adsorp-
tion isotherms on BV/EG system were performed in the same conditions, 
using 25 mg of the photocatalyst placed in 25 mL of a solution of initial 
concentration of SMX ranging from 1 to 30 mg L− 1. The solutions were 
placed inside the thermostatic bath under continuous stirring for 4 h, to 
assure the equilibrium of adsorption. Once the experiments reached 
equilibrium, 1 mL of sample was filtered and the concentration of SMX 
measured by UV–Vis spectrometry. The adsorption of XMS on the BV 
samples was calculated by equation (1): 

q=
V(C0-Ce)

m
(1)  

where q is the adsorbed amount (mg g− 1), V is the volume of the solution 
(L), C0 is the initial concentration of the solution of SMX (mg L− 1), Ce is 
the concentration of SMX at equilibrium (mg L− 1) and m is the amount 
of adsorbent (g). Freundlich and Linear adsorption models were applied 
to the experimental adsorption data of SMX on BV and BV/EG. The 
isotherms can be expressed mathematically as follows: 

q= kC1/n
e (2)  

q= aC (3)  

where k is the Freundlich constant (mg1-1/n L1/n/g); n is the dimen-
sionless Freundlich isotherm constant; a (L g− 1) is the isotherm constant 
of the Linear model and is obtained by simplifying the Radke-Prausnitz 
isotherm where b = 0. The parameters of the isotherm models were 
estimated by adjusting the Freundlich and linear isotherm model to the 
experimental values by a non-linear-squares method based on the 
Rosenbrock-Newton algorithm. The average absolute percentage vari-
ation (%D), was calculated by the following equation: 

%D=

(
1
N
∑N

i=1

⌈
qexp-qcal

qexp

⌉)

× 100 % (4)  

where N is the number of experimental data values; qexp is the experi-
mental mass of SMX adsorbed on BV and BV/EG (mg g− 1); and qcal is the 
mass of SMX adsorbed predicted with the adsorption isotherm. The 
isotherm parameters and the % D are shown in Table 2. 

2.5. Photo-catalytic tests 

The photodegradation performance of system BV/X EG (where X =
corresponds to the wt.% EG) was tested in the SMX degradation using a 
borosilicate glass reactor at a irradiation distance of 3 cm. SMX photo- 
catalytic test were carried out under visible light irradiation, using 
high-power LEDs (465 nm main emission, total electric power ~ 68 W 
and 4080 lumen/W). The pH of the experiments at the beginning, was 
adjusted to 7 with different solutions of NaCl and HCl (0.01 N), and 
during the kinetic the temperature was maintained at 30 ◦C. 

The photo-catalyst was added to 100 mL of SMX solution (5 mg L− 1) 
and dispersed by sonication. Then the suspensions were stirred at 500 
rpm for 4 h in the darkness before exposure to irradiation, in order to 
reach the corresponding equilibrium. Afterward, 1.5 mL were sampled 
to extract only 10 % of volume total. Then the aliquots were filtered and 
the SMX concentration was analyzed with a UV–Vis 6505 JENWAY 
Spectrophotometer by registering the SMX maximum absorption at the 
wavelength of 260 nm. 

The SMX photodegradation kinetics were studied using the following 
first and second order kinetic model equations (5) and (6): 

[C]f = [C]0e-k1t (5)  

1
[C]f

= k2t +
1

[C]0
(6)  

[C]f and [C]0 represent the concentration of SMX (mg L− 1) at t (min) and 
t = 0, respectively. k1 (min− 1) and k2 (L mg− 1 min− 1) are the first and 
second-order reaction rate constants, respectively, which were obtained 
by a non-linear-squares method based on the Rosenbrock-Newton 
algorithm. 

SMX mineralization was performed through the measurement of TC 
and TOC, using a Shimadzu model V-CSH analyzer. Toxicity tests of 
solutions were carried out using the normalized biotest (UNE/EN/ISO 
11345-2) of luminescent inhibition of Vibrio Fischeri bacteria, before and 
after photo-catalytic kinetic, and using the LUMIStox 300 System (Dr. 
LangeGmbH) with a LUMIStherm incubator. Toxicity was evaluated as 
inhibition percentages at 15 min of exposure (I15) and referred to a stock 
saline solution as control. 

3. Results and discussion 

The N2 adsorption-desorption isotherms are shown in Fig. 1 As can 
be seen in this figure, the samples present a type II isotherm, typically of 
non-porous or microporous materials. 

Furthermore, according to the results shown in Table 1, the SBET and 
Vp values of BV/EG Nes, increased slightly with the addition of EG to BV. 
The addition of EG during BV synthesis may provide a larger number of 
active sites that can favor adsorption and photo-catalytic activity. 

The structure and crystallinity of samples were studied by powder 
XRD measurements. The XRD patterns of BV/EG system with different 
content of EG, are shown in Fig. 2. It was noticed that the monoclinic 
scheelite (m-s) (JCPDS No. 00-075-1866) and tetragonal zircon (t-z) 
(JCPDS No. 00-014-0133) phases were detected in all samples. The 
diffraction peaks at 18.6◦, 28.8◦, and 30.5◦ correspond to (101), (121), 
and (040) crystal planes of m-s. While the peaks at 24.4◦ and 32.7◦

correspond to (200) and (112) crystal planes to the phase t-z. Fig. 2 does 
not show the presence of the main EG peak in the BV/EG Nes. This can 
be due to the low percentages of EG and good dispersion of EG on the 
surface of BV Nes. Even though in all samples a mixture of m-s and t-z is 
detected, note that the diffractogram of pure BV is quite different of the 
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BV/EG NEs one. Well-developed and intense peaks are observed for BV 
sample at 24.4◦ attributed to tetragonal phase, whereas this peak is 
much less intense for BV/EG NEs denoting a main stabilization of m-s 
crystalline phase by the presence of EG. 

For further details, the percentage of the m-s phase was calculated by 
normalizing the intensities of the characteristic peak of the m-s phase 
(121) versus the characteristic peak of the t-z phase (200) using the 
following equation: 

ηmono =
Imono (121)

Imono(121) + Itetra(200)
× 100 (7)  

where ηmono is the percentage of the monoclinic phase, Imono (121) and 
Itetra (200) are the principal peak characteristics of the monoclinic and 
tetragonal phases. The results indicated that the m-s phase is the one 
found in a higher proportion, concerning to the t-z phase. Nonetheless, it 
is important to highlight that the presence of EG during the synthesis, 
highly affects the crystalline phase stabilized. Around 60 % of mono-
clinic phase is obtained in pure BV, whereas this proportion highly in-
creases up to around 90 % in BV/EG NEs. Moreover, the crystal size 
(dXRD) seems also to be affected by the presence of EG. The dXRD of BV is 
29.9 nm, whereas this value decreases in BV/EG Nes, ranging from 20.3 
to 18.3 nm (Table 1); particle size decreased with the addition of EG 
content, with the BV/5 EG photocatalyst being the NE with the smallest 
dXRD size (Table 1). This reduction in crystal size and the stabilization of 
the m-s crystalline phase may favor the photo-catalytic activity of the 
NE. Several authors have pointed out that m-s BV is the most photo- 
catalytically active phase over the other crystal forms (Fan et al., 

2012; Tokunaga et al., 2001) 
Fig. 1S. shows the Raman spectra of BV/EG NEs in the range of 

250–1000 cm− 1 (a) and 1000 to 2000 cm− 1 (b). The modes observed at 
336 and 370 cm− 1 correspond to antisymmetric and symmetric (VO4

3− ) 
bending vibrational modes, respectively. The mode at 809 cm− 1 can be 
attributed to the stretching mode of the V–O bonds in the VO4

3− tetra-
hedron of the crystal structure. In Fig. 1S, peaks are observed at 1363 
and 1584 cm− 1, corresponding to the G and D bands of the EG. However, 
in the NEs at 2, 3, and 5 % by weight of EG, the D band is not visible in 
the Raman spectra, this might be due to the low percentages of EG added 
in the NEs. On the other hand, the G band of the NEs shows a blue shift at 
1592 cm− 1 compared to the starting EG. This shift may be due to the 
coverage of the BV by the EG after the hydrothermal synthesis process. 

Fig. 3a shows the UV–Vis diffuse reflectance spectrum and (b) the 
determination of Eg values of the photocatalyst system. The samples 
showed a strong and intense absorption from UV to visible light region, 

Fig. 1. N2 adsorption-desorption isotherms of photo-catalysts.  

Table 1 
Textural properties of the system BV/EG.  

Photocatalyst SBET
a (m2 g− 1) Vp

b (cm3 g− 1) Dp
c (nm) ηmono

d (%) dXRD
e (nm) Eg

f (eV) pHPZC
g 

BV 3.5 0.014 15.9 57.2 29.9 2.43 4.2 
BV/2 EG 4.7 0.019 16.0 93.7 20.3 2.42 4.8 
BV/3 EG 5.0 0.020 16.2 90.0 19.0 2.42 4.8 
BV/5 EG 4.9 0.019 15.6 88.0 18.3 2.40 4.9 
EG 0.6 0.002 14.6 – – – 4.5  

a Surface area (SBET). 
b Total pore volume was determined at P/P0 ≈ 0.99. 
c Average pore diameter (Dp). 
d Percentage of monoclinic phase (ηmono). 
e Crystal size (dXRD). 
f Value of band-gap (Eg). 
g pH point zero charge (pHPZC). 

Table 2 
Kinetic parameters and average percentage deviation (%D) for the photo-
degradation of SMX by BV/EG NEs.  

Photo-catalyst k1 × 103 (min− 1) %D k2 × 103 (L mg− 1 min− 1) %D 

BV 1.06 1.46 1.31 1.33 
BV/2 EG 1.30 3.15 1.73 1.58 
BV/3 EG 1.55 4.80 2.05 2.25 
BV/5 EG 1.76 5.10 2.48 1.78  

Fig. 2. XRD spectra of samples: BV, BV/2 EG, BV/3 EG and BV/5 EG.  
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indicating that the photo-catalysts could be active under sunlight with 
the introduction of EG, and at the same time have a positive effect on the 
optical properties. The calculated band gaps for BV, BV/2 EG, BV/3 EG, 
and BV/5 EG were 2.43 (BV), 2.42 (BV/2 EG), 2.42 (BV/3 EG), and 2.40 
eV (BV/5 EG). After the addition of EG to BV, the adsorption of light of λ 
> 500 nm increases, and the Eg values decrease slightly. The difference 
may be related to the structure and crystallinity of each photocatalyst, 
such as the crystallite size and the presence of EG in a higher weight 
percentage. BV/5 EG showed the lowest Eg value, which could lead to 
higher photo-catalytic activity and effective photogenerated electron 
transfer of the BV/EG system. 

The microstructure of the system BV with different loading EG was 
characterized using transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and results 
are shown in Fig. 4. Fig. 4(a–d) exhibits agglomerates of irregular plate- 
like particles with heterogeneous sizes of particles. After the incorpo-
ration of the EG, the flakes covered the BV particles, and the contact of 
BV with EG can be noted (Fig. 4 b-d). These results confirm that the 
photo-catalysts binary were possibly obtained. 

The Infrared Spectra of the synthesized BV/EG photo-catalysts are 

shown in Fig. 2S. In the spectrum, the main bands in EG sample are 
located at 2982, 2910, 1588, 1408, and 1063 cm− 1, corresponding to the 
O–H stretching, C=C in-plane, N–CH3 stretching, and epoxy C–O–C vi-
brations (Mohamed et al., 2020), respectively. In BV/EG NEs, new 
intense bands are also observed at 1080, 631 and 478 cm− 1, which are 
assigned to V=O stretching vibration, VO4

3− bending mode and Bi–O 
stretching vibration (Ghani et al., 2020), correspondingly. 

The pHPZC is an important value for determining the interaction that 
can occur between the surface charge of a photocatalyst and an organic 
compound. Thus, for the BV system, the surface is positively charged 
below pHPZC and negatively charged above the pHPZC. The pHPZC was 
obtained for BV/EG system and the results are shown in Table 1. The 
results indicated that BV and BV/EG has a pHPZC acid, which can be 
attributed to the presence of oxygenated groups derived from the syn-
thesis of EG (Mohamed et al., 2020). 

The chemical nature of the sample surface was also studied by XPS. 
High resolution regions are depicted in Fig. 5. The deconvolution of Bi4f 
spectra (Fig. 5a) reveals a doublet at 158.1 and 163.6 eV, with an orbital 
splitting of 5.5 eV that is ascribed to the Bi4f7/2 and Bi4f5/2 lines of Bi+3 

(Kamble and Ling, 2020; Regmi et al., 2018). 
Fig. 5b shows the deconvolution of V2p spectral region. The peak at 

517.0 eV correspond to V5+ in BV. Note that for BV/EG the peaks are 
displaced around 0.8 eV to higher binding energy regarding BV sample, 
denoting an electron deficient environment in these samples, which 
could be attributed to an electronic transfer from BV to EG. The peak at 
515.8 eV in BV sample is indicative to the presence of a small amount of 
V4+ species. This peak increases by increasing the amount of EG in the 
samples, indicating that BV/EG samples are oxygen deficient and the 
amount of non-stoichiometric oxygen/oxygen vacancies at the surface is 
dependent on the EG content, which can be advantageous for the 
enhancement of photo-catalytic behavior. 

In order to fit the O1s region in BV sample, two peaks have been 
required at 529.2 eV and 531.7 eV, which have been assigned to total 
oxygen atoms in the stoichiometric form, and superficial oxygen form-
ing functional groups, mainly hydroxyl (− OH) groups, respectively. 
Nonetheless, four components are required to fit this spectral region of 
BV/EG samples, as a consequence of the different V-species and the 
oxygen linked to the carbon phase. Thus, the components at 529 and 
530 eV binding energies can be ascribed to the lattice oxygen of BV 
structure and oxygen vacancies formed on the surface, whereas the 
peaks at 531.6 and 533.0 eV correspond to C=O and C–O bonds of the 
oxygenated surface groups of the carbon phase (Stathi et al., 2021). It is 
important to highlight that again, a shift of peaks is observed in BV/EG 
samples regarding BV samples, denoting an electronic transfer from BV 
to EG and the lattice oxygen/oxygen vacancies ratio depend on the EG 
content of the samples. Overall, the presence of EG on the samples en-
hances the reduction of BV samples, creating oxygen vacancies and fa-
voring the electron transfers from the BV to the EG, which can be 
advantageous for the enhancement of photo-catalytic behavior. 

The adsorption capacity of BV and BV/EG to SMX from aqueous 
solution is shown in Fig. 3S. The values of isotherm constants and %D 
are shown in Table 1S. According to the values in Tables 1S and it is 
observed that although both models fitted the experimental data, the 
Freundlich model gave the lowest %D value. 

In Fig. 3S, it is observed that the adsorption capacity of BV/2 EG, BV/ 
3 EG, and BV/5 EG was lower than that the one obtained with BV. Ac-
cording to the speciation diagram (Fig. 4S), at pH 7 the SMX molecule 
presents a neutral charge, while BV and the BV/EG system have a pos-
itive surface charge. Therefore, electrostatic interactions are not deter-
minant during the adsorption of SMX. 

Since the adsorption capacity is low for BV and BV/EG photo- 
catalysts, the samples were saturated for 2 h in the dark to avoid tak-
ing the adsorption contribution in the photodegradation process. Once 
the adsorption equilibrium was reached, the LEDs were turned on, to 
irradiate the suspension and initiate the SMX photodegradation process. 
The dimensionless SMX concentration decay curves (C/C0) are plotted in 

Fig. 3. UV–Vis diffuse absorbance spectra (a) and the Eg (b) of the BV/EG NEs.  
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Fig. 6. A test designated as SMX0, which consisted of irradiating the drug 
solution without photocatalyst, was performed to show the non- 
photolysis of the SMX molecule under irradiation conditions. The re-
sults showed that the photolysis of the SMX molecule can be neglected. 
As can be seen in Fig. 6, the percentage degradation of SMX obtained 
was 40, 45, 52, and 57 % for BV, BV/2 EG, BV/3 EG, and BV/5 EG 
catalysts, respectively. The incorporation of 2–5 wt% of EG into the Bi 
NEs shows an improvement in the photo-catalytic activity compared to 
the BV sample. Fig. 6S shows the correlation of the percentage of 
degradation of SMX vs the wt.% of EG. The results revealed that the 
percentage of degradation of SMX increased approximately linearly with 
increasing wt.% of EG. 

Table 2 shows the obtained values of kinetic parameters and %D in 
the photo-degradation of SMX. As can be seen in Table 2, the %D values 
were lower when fitting the experimental data to the second-order ki-
netic model. Likewise, it was found that BV/5 EG obtained the best 
photo-catalytic activity. When comparing the k2 values, it was observed 
that the photodegradation rate of BV/5 EG increased 1.89 times con-
cerning BV. The photo-catalytic performance of the BV/2 EG, BV/3 EG, 
and BV/5 EG NEs is related to the interaction between the BV nano-
particles and the EG sheets during synthesis and Eg. As the EG content 
increased, the Eg value decreased due to the creation of oxygen va-
cancies and V4+ states, and the stabilization of the monoclinic phase was 
favored. Moreover, the presence of EG led to higher photo-catalytic 

activity, which may be due to its ability to decrease the recombination 
rate and increase the transfer of charge carriers (see XPS). 

The reusability and recyclability of a photocatalyst after its first use, 
is an important point to evaluate in the efficiency of a photo-catalytic 
process. Therefore, Fig. 7 shows the SMX photodegradation kinetics, 
obtained with the BV/5 EG after four reuse cycles (4 cycles 8h). In this 
figure, it can be seen that the BV/5 EG photo-catalyst showed good 
photo-catalytic activity during the four cycles. In the first cycle, 57 % 
SMX degradation was obtained. However, after three reuse cycles, the % 
of degradation decreased slightly, being 55, 54.5, and 53.4 %, respec-
tively. With these reusability tests, it can be assumed that BV/5 EG is a 
good candidate that can be used in the photo-degradation of SMX since 
its activity does not decrease noticeably after four reuse cycles. Table. 2S 
shows the TC and TOC values before and after the SMX photo-
degradation process using BV/5 EG. According to these values, a 
mineralization percentage of 40.9 % was obtained after 8 h of irradia-
tion. This TOC value indicated that mineralization is not easily achieved, 
which may be due to the generation of intermediates in the solution. 

The degree of toxicity is an important factor to know the possible 
adverse effects that the presence of organic compounds can cause in 
aquatic species and ecosystems. Therefore, toxicity was determined 
concerning the degree of inhibition of Vibrio Fischeri bacteria. The 
bioluminescence of the bacterium Vibrio Fischeri decreases in the pres-
ence of contaminants, and it is expressed as a function of the % 

Fig. 4. TEM of a) BV, b) BV/2 EG, c) BV/3 EG, and d) BV/5 EG.  
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Fig. 5. XPS spectra of BV/EG samples, a) Bi4f, b) V2p and c) O1s regions.  

Fig. 6. Dimensionless concentration decay curves (CA/CA0) versus time (t =
0–540 min) for SMX degradation by BV/EG NEs. 

Fig. 7. Cycling experiments on the SMX photodegradation using BV/EG NEs.  
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inhibition of luminescence. As can be seen in Fig. 5S the % inhibition of 
bacterial bioluminescence before the photocatalysis process was 37.53 
%. However, after 480 min of reaction, this value decreased by 25 %. 
This result, as well as the one obtained with the TOC determination, 
demonstrate that SMX degradation is not fully achieved. However, a 
reduction in the toxicity of the treated water in the presence of antibi-
otics such as SMX is achieved. 

4. Conclusions 

Photo-catalysts based on BV and EG were successfully synthesized 
via hydrothermal route, which were highly active under visible light for 
the SMX antibiotic degradation. These composites are based on nano-
structured phases, part of them are a mixture of m-s and t-z phases. The 
presence of EG in the BV-based photo-catalysts stabilized the m-s crys-
talline phase, which is the most active, showing excellent photo- 
catalytic performance. These materials contain band gaps around 2.4 
eV, making them excellent sunlight-active photo-catalysts. 

The adsorption of SMX on the photo-catalysts was low. However, the 
BV/EG series of NEs showed high photo-catalytic efficiency in the SMX 
degradation, especially those containing EG. This higher activity in the 
BV/EG composites may be related to the fact that the presence of EG 
improves the optical properties of the nanostructures, stabilizing the 
crystalline phase (m-s), promoting the reduction of BV-based photo- 
catalysts with the creation of oxygen vacancies and V4+ oxidation states, 
which in turn favors the transfer of electrons from the vanadate phase to 
the EG, decreasing the recombination rate and increasing the transfer of 
charge carriers (as observed by XPs). 

The BV/EG systems show notably higher activity compared to the 
starting BV ones under irradiation with blue LEDs. The composite with 
the maximum percentage of EG showed the best photo-catalytic per-
formance reaching a 57 % of SMX degradation and high stability after 
four cycles of reuse. This type of photo-catalyst represents a promising, 
environmentally friendly, and cost-effective alternative to degrading 
pharmaceutical compounds in wastewater, using visible light. 
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